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iPhoto 6 for Mac OS X (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006

	Need to learn iPhoto 6 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!

	

	This best-selling reference’s visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with this great iLife 06 application in no time. Best-selling author and instructor Adam Engst uses crystal-clear instructions, full-color...
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The Wireless Networking Starter Kit, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2003
Wireless networks are becoming commonplace, but choosing and configuring the right equipment and services for the home, small offices, and the business traveler can prove frustrating. That is where you need the wide-ranging expertise of wireless mavens Adam Engst and Glenn Fleishman.
Using illustrated...
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Stop Motion: Passion, Process and PerformanceFocal Press, 2007
"This is a must-have book for anyone interested in the art of animation and I urge you to buy it and see for yourself what a feast for the eyes and the intellect it is!" .. World Animation Journal     

   In-depth discussion of the creativity behind making stop motion animated films from the masters of the craft - including Tom...
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ColdFusion MX BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
As e-business continues to grab market share, you’re continually challenged to create faster, cheaper, and more reliable e-commerce Web applications. ColdFusion MX offers the quickest, most reliable way to build and deploy them, and this comprehensive reference guides you from writing your first application all the way through the...
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Pro ASP.NET MVC 5 PlatformApress, 2014

	The power of ASP.NET MVC 5 stems from the underlying ASP.NET platform. To make your ASP.NET MVC applications the best they can be, you need to fully understand the platform features and know how they can be used to build effective and elegant MVC framework applications.


	The ASP.NET platform provides ASP.NET MVC applications with a...
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Lonely Planet New Orleans (City Guide)Lonely Planet, 2012

	“New Orleans is all about experiencing the divine through mortal senses. There’s joy, from great food to the best concert of your life, and serenity, in the shad between live oaks, or watching fireflies on Bayou St John.” – Adam Karlin, Lonely Planet Writer

	

	Our Promise

	You can trust our...
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SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical Industry, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2014

	This comprehensive resource provides on-the-job training for statistical programmers who use SAS in the pharmaceutical industry

	

	This one-stop resource offers a complete review of what entry- to intermediate-level statistical programmers need to know in order to help with the analysis and reporting of clinical trial data in...
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Data Structures and Algorithms in C++, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2000
The study of data structures, a fundamental component of a computer science education, serves as the foundation upon many other computer science fields are built. Some knowledge of data structures is a must for students who wish to do work in design implementation, testing, or maintenace of virtually any software system. The scope and presentation...
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Windows Presentation Foundation Unleashed (WPF)Sams Publishing, 2006
Thank you for picking up Windows Presentation Foundation Unleashed! To avoid unsatisfied customers, I want to clarify that this is not a book about Microsoft PowerPoint (which many people consider to be the foundation of Windows presentations)! Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is Microsoft’s latest technology for creating graphical user...
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Pro .NET 4 Parallel Programming in C# (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	Parallel programming has been revolutionised in .NET 4 providing, for the first time, a standardised and simplified method for creating robust, scalable and reliable multi-threaded applications. The Parallel Programming features of .NET 4 allow the programmer to create applications that harness the power of multi-core and multi-processor...
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Advanced Rails Recipes: 84 New Ways to Build Stunning Rails Apps (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Ruby on Rails continues to build up a tremendous head of steam. Fueled by significant benefits and an impressive portfolio of real-world applications already in production, Rails is destined to continue making significant inroads in coming years.
  Each new Rails application showing up on the web adds yet more to the collective wisdom of the...
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HTML5: Your visual blueprint for designing rich Web pages and applicationsVisual, 2011

	Use the latest version of HTML to create dynamic Web pages


	HTML5 is the latest iteration of the standard markup language for creating Web pages. It boasts extensive updates from its predecessor and allows you to incorporate rich media content into a site without any dependence on extra software such as Flash. Packed with...
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